This Product Use Rights Document ("Document") contains additional terms and conditions (the "Product Use Rights") for the Licensed Software licensed under the Veritas Software License Agreement ("License Agreement") between You as the individual, the company, or the legal entity that will be utilizing the Licensed Software (referred to below as “You” or “Your”) and Veritas Technologies LLC. Capitalized terms used in this Document but not defined herein will have the meaning given in the License Agreement. To the extent there is a conflict between the terms and conditions of the License Agreement and this Document, the terms and conditions of this Document will take precedence.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING OR USING THE LICENSED SOFTWARE, YOU AGREE TO COMPLY WITH THE PRODUCT USE RIGHTS IN THIS DOCUMENT, IN ADDITION TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE LICENSE AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE PRODUCT USE RIGHTS APPLICABLE TO THE LICENSED SOFTWARE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL OR USE THE LICENSED SOFTWARE.

For purposes of this Document, the Licensed Software is: NetBackup MariaDB Database Agent

1. Additional Definitions.
   “NetBackup Platform Base – Limited Edition Application and Database Add-on” means a license to use NetBackup database and application agent software. The license meter for the NetBackup Platform Base – Limited Edition Application and Database Add-on shall be based on an “Instance” of the installed Licensed Software. You shall be required to acquire the number of licenses per each installed “Instance” of the Licensed Software for the applicable Server or Client.

2. Data Collection; Data Protection Regulations. In connection with Your use of the Licensed Software, Veritas may collect, retain, disclose and use certain information (“Collected Data”). Collected Data may include, but is not limited to, personally identifiable information about You, Your devices or systems or Your software usage. Veritas use(s) such Collected Data to enable, optimize and provide the Licensed Software or maintenance/support to You (and may engage third parties to do so as well) and to improve Veritas’s products and services in general, including by reviewing aggregate data for statistical analyses. By installing and/or using the Licensed Software, You agree to allow Veritas to collect Collected Data as described in this section. Please refer to Veritas’s product privacy notices (or at any other link provided by Veritas) in order to fully understand what information Veritas collects, retains, discloses, and uses from You or Your devices. Please note that the use of the Licensed Software may be subject to data protection laws or regulations in certain jurisdictions. You are responsible for ensuring that Your use of the Licensed Software is in accordance with such laws or regulations.